RESEARCH AND PROCESS
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ABSTRACT

My practice is focused on man, woman and nature. Historically through art
history the phrase ‘man and nature’ is quoted, from a semantic point of view
by adding the word ‘woman’ into the equation a new emphasis emerges. Move
it around and everthing changes.
In exploring indigiinous cultures, it would seem that there is a matriarchal
footing, the relationship with the earth is symbolic of this, as the earth has
always been seen as female.
In exploring Western culture, it would seem that there is a patriarchal footing,
the relationship with machinery, money and religion shaping this system.
My practice engages in locating myself in a rural setting, finding a table, and
looking for lace. Lace links into the female psyche and can represent the
collective unconscious, the story of the search is part of the practice.
At the same time I search for objects, ephemera representing a masculine
patriarcha link, combining these on the table, encapsulating it through the lense
of a camera.
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‘NATURE, WOMAN & MAN’
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STATEMENT
My work explores the root of my identity by investigating the missing
pieces found in indigenous cultures. Looking at the indigenous culture on
my own backyard here in Wales, I’m interrogating my internal landscape,
deeply influenced by a modern, western upbringing and placing it in the
rural land that touches my back door.
The photographic medium allows me to follow the sometimes-paradoxical
route as each image leads into the next.
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LAYER 1. INNER LANDSCAPE
My primary aim was to understand contemporary art and its language. I had
no idea of context and certainly no understanding of why art is where it is.
The layers of information, knowledge and emotions were hard to dissect,
but I have adventured, exploring history, language and theories and then
maneuvering, slowly but surely an understanding into the work.

‘Speaking would serve to dissipate the tension needed for the actual
creation, by trying to express this aim ‘with rounded-off logical exactness’
the artist can easily become a theorist.’

The primary discourse has been around ‘self’, delving into the inner
discipline and artistic muscle needed to produce a strong piece of work.
The research has mainly focused on the early 20th century, as it is there
that I seem to find all the answers to my questions.

‘…a retreat from language, of a withdrawal into those extremely personal
reaches of experience that are beyond, or beneath, speech…’

Eva Hesse also is quoted when talking about a piece of her work:

I have left it to the last minute to join everything at the seams, providing
as much ‘space’ to process every droplet.

In finally understanding that there are two strands to the art world, the
artist and the theorist, I have been able to build up a more connected
understanding of the role of an artist and let go of the rounded off ‘rational’
logic that Moore speaks of.

Speaking about your work is intensely difficult, but thankfully reading Jyrki
Siukonen’s essay on Made in Silence (Elizabeth Fisher 88) it provided
enormous liberation when she quotes Henry Moore saying:

In so doing I have distinguished the sections of this essay into layers rather
than chapters, in an attempt to articulate and connect these very beneath
and beyond experiences.
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LAYER 2 – ‘How did I do it’
On arrival at the SOA, it felt like I had got off a bus that had been travelling
for many years. The bus had been full of other people, situations and
circumstances that had taken me far away from myself. In the first year the
visual imagery I produced with the camera, speculated a synopsis of where I
stood at that moment in time, on my own.

‘Liking my own reflection’
Digital photograph
2011
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‘Meeting my guile’
Digital photography 2011

‘Acknowledging who I am’
Digital photography 2011
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The objective ‘self’ formed very early on, allowing me to explore my rural
surroundings in a speculative way and my hunger for academic knowledge
consumed through much reading. The amalgamation of these two things took
my enquiry to the ‘primal self’. In reading Jung’s ‘The Earth has a Soul’,
I investigated the role of the Hunter Gatherer, and the ‘archetypal man’,
considering the notion that our ‘conscious’ could behave very differently than
our ‘subconscious’. I derived a plan to follow the latter.
The reasons behind this lay in an urban ‘modern’ upbringing, where the
‘unspoken’ did not seem to exist. I constantly felt something was ‘missing’ or
‘forgotten’ and maybe this was to do with the fast, scientific approach cities
seem to take. CJ Jung confirmed this by saying:
‘Modern man tends to trust the scientific establishment to watch over things.’
(CJ.Jung 17)
By difference he goes onto say:
‘The archaic man is terrified of angering the gods – nature spirits – and knows
that prayers and sacrifices must be made to insure each season’s bounty.’
(CJ.Jung 17)

‘The Modern Hunter’s Table’
Digital Photograph 2011

Was this what I was missing, had overlooked what this cultural fear might be.
Living within the land culture of West Wales I started to see it, a
connectedness.
This image was taken on 31st December 2011. Nothing had changed in the
law of the land, but it had in the cities, was it a dis-connection..
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This in turn, through much research, led me to the notion of ‘second self’
or Socrates terminology ‘other self’. As I understood it this was an objective
relationship with ones ‘self’ or ‘self knowledge’ (Stocking 40).
Marcel Duchamp confirmed this in 1937,
‘In the creative act, the artist goes from intention to realization through a chain
of totally subjective reactions. His struggle toward the realization is a series of
efforts, pains, satisfaction, refusals, decisions, which also cannot and must not
be fully self-conscious, at least on the aesthetic plane.” (Duchamp)

Spain #1

Spain #2

Digital photograph
2012

Digital photograph 2012

He goes on to describe the place to do it as a ‘clearing’, a place just
containing you and your ‘other self’. If I connected my inner landscape up
could I find this clearing?
The strength of the following images is not under scrutiny but the subconscious
element of the ‘double’ image is. With hindsight I was happy to see that the
subconscious was pushing its way into the work.

Spain #3
Digital photograph 2012
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These photographic sketches, illustrate my naive conundrum of how, what,
when do you manifest a communication system to encapsulate any notion of an
‘idea’. The images all connected, but still fragmented.
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‘Recognizing I only had one wing’

‘Time’

Digital photograph
2011

Digital photograph
2011

‘Slowing to a pace that assure’s completion’

‘Diderot and me’

Digital photograph
2011

Digital photograph
2011
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‘Can only be based on your experience’
Digital photograph 2011

Two images represented the testament to what needed to happen next: Loosing
the colonial vision of ‘land’ as ‘landscape and making a proper connection with
the land and consequently nature and self.

‘The Spectator’
Digital photograph
2011
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‘Foundry’ #1
Digital photograph
2012

Entering into the second year, I identified two key strands, process and
practice.
I followed a line of enquiry around wanting to make a ‘gold gilded shoe box’,
the intention, to draw the past right up to the present. The shoebox was to
reflect this.
I investigated the ‘fashionable’ rather dis-connected idea of asking someone
else to make it but interestingly the monetary aspect got in the way. So to
get close to provenance, I enrolled on a Hot Metal course in Carmarthen, and
experienced first hand the primal nature of casting hot metal.
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‘Foundry’ #2
Digital photograph
2012
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The process of ‘making’ and its power gave my work weight and grounded me.
I had found my ‘primal self’ and had finally started linking up the fragmented
inner landscape by doing it myself.
The ‘stone and lace’ series which evolved out of this threw me into another
pool of enquiry.

‘Beryl’
Iron
2012

People had responded so intensely to it I pursued the word ‘resonate’ and
what constitutes a good piece of work and are we in control of what the
viewer sees. Stephen Greenblatt quotes in an esay on Resonance and Wonder:
;The idea is not to find outside the work of art some rock onto which
interpretation can be securely chained but rather to situate the work in relalation
to other representational practices operative in the culture at a given moment in
both its history and our own,’

‘Original’
Iron
2012
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I played extensively with stone and lace.

‘Studio lace’
Stone and lace + projection
2013
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‘Moving water’

‘Black rock’
Stone and lace
2013

Stone, lace and water
2013
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At this point, acutely aware of my two-dimensional limitations, the winter show
in 2012 got me to ‘keep the work moving’, and ‘lose the frame’. Josef Beuys
blackboard work and the notion that the work is a continuum helped and I
used chalk and presented a ‘lab’ type scenario.

In pursuing this leap from the linear surface, I wanted to explore the stone
in the landscape but the scale of this was massive. In wanting to situate the
stone within the land, I projected a landscape onto a stone wrapped in lace
(sitting on a plinth) in a clean white room. This image does not reflect it well
at all but in the flesh it broke down enormous internal boundaries and gave me
the second wing I had been looking for.

‘Winter Show’

‘Stone and lace’

2012

Media Installation
2013
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I made ‘Portal’ in the summer of 2014. I filmed it continuing the theme
in France with ‘French Stone’. The moving water became a new focus, it
encapsulated this ‘beneath and beyond’ feeling, the element, the movement, the
fluidity, the symbolism took over the process.

‘French Stone’
2013

‘Portal’
2013
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Over the summer of 2013, I produced a body of work based on a Public
Sited Installation, exploring the theories of collaberation, participation and the
many contemporary practises around today.

Public Rock
Drawing
2013
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The Rock
Drawing
2013
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The Gallery
Drawing
2013
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The Sculpture Park

The Wild Rock

Drawing
2013

Drawing
2013
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Stone Drawing
Drawing
2013

Spidergram of Proposal
Drawing
2013
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Stone Drawing
Drawing
2013
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Stone Drawing
Drawing
2013
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Running alongside the Stone and Lace was the Land series. They were
shot in the dark, a theoretical enquiry around the ‘black hole’ or ‘void’
hypothesis. The black hole symbolizes the unknown. It is this energy that
the shaman works with and what Picasso was referring to in his 1937
interview (Jack Flam 33). If I took photographs in the dark, I could
get closer to this and a also a more ‘performative’ element in the two
dimensional surface.

Land #1
Silverprint
2013
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Land #2

Land #3

Silverprint
2013

Silverprint
2013
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Land #4

Land #5
Silverprint
2013

Silverprint
2013
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Triptych #1
Scanned silverprint
2013

Triptych #2
Scanned silverprint
2013

Land #6
Silverprint
2013
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The third year presented an enormous set of problems for me. My inner
landscape had changed, the work had moved but dealing with this proved
exceptionally challenging.
I theoretically acknowledged ‘other’ systems outside of my own. The Land
series had given a confidence to my eye and instinct as the exploration around
land cultures was polarized in the images. This was good, but Silver-print had
a limited vernacular, it was black and white and required a lot of time.
The rock and stone series had propelled me in another direction, up to the
stars most probably, but the Public Sited project was ambitious and needed a
whole team of people and to produce more sculptures I also needed ‘others’,
This all required an immense amount of time, that I felt I didn’t have.

Walnuts
Bronze
2013

So I made a decision to produce work without ‘others’ and the self- sufficiency
of the digital photograph became the vehicle. The only danger was returning to
the linear surface. The challenge was to create dimensions beyond the twodimensional surface, in a performative way. This was emotional and embedded
in this next water series:
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‘Ebb’
Digital photograph
2013
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‘Flow’
Digital photograph
2013
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Silence’
Digital photograph
2013
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‘Noise’ #2

‘Noise’ #1
Digital photograph
2013

Digital photograph
2013
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In pushing myself out on this ‘singular’ limb, something happened. All the
research that I had intensely absorbed seemed to filter into the work. I was
beginning to communicate context and was able to articulate some of the
theoretical threads putting a grammar into the work. The talking was stopping
and the images were becoming more vocal.
I had reached my ‘clearing’..

‘Noise’ #3
Digital photograph
2013
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‘The Clearing’
Digital photograph
2013
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‘Soul Cage’
Digital photograph
2014
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‘Stake in the Land’ #1
Digital photograph
2013
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‘Stake in the Land’ #2
Digital photograph
2013
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‘Stake in the Land’ #3
Digital photograph
2014
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‘Schism’
Digital photograph
2014
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‘Terra Cognita’
Digital Photograph
2014
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Old Systems
Digital photograph
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‘Root Solutions’
Digital photograph
2014
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‘Fine Tuning’
Digital photograph
2014
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‘The Secret Art of Talking to the Grid’
Digital photograph
2014
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‘The way in’
Digital photograph
2014
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I had had a consistent quiet discourse with Still Life throughout, exploring
aesthetic, lighting, composition, symbolism and content.
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The Modern Hunters Table
Digital photograph
2011
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Still Life #1
Digital Photograph
2012
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Still Life #2
Digital Photograph
2012
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Still Life 3

Still Life 4

Digital Photograph
2013

Digital Photograph
2013
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Still Life 5

Still Life 6

Digital Photograph
2013

Digital Photograph
2014
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This ‘still life’ symposium led to the pairing down of information and strategy as
the work entered a new phase in Spain on the Joya Residency 2014. Part of
the application was defining a simple practice and seeing how it worked. It was
in the form of a table, and photographing objects and ephemera linked into the
research that was taking place.
For the first time I was able to apply the written and the practical to produce a
coherent body of work that used theory, aesthetic and technical skills.

La Naturaleza Muerta #1
Digital Photograph
44” x 30”
2014
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La Naturaleza Muerta #2

La Naturaleza Muerta #3

Digital Photograph
44” x 30”
2014

Digital Photograph
44” x 30”
2014
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LAYER 3. RESEARCH
‘Do not be satisfied with the stories that come before you. Unfold your own

myth.’ Rumi
The Hunter Gatherer underpins us all. He is the provider of life, and very
much associated with the Shaman. The word originates from Eastern Siberia,
from the Evenki/Tumus word ‘saman’ meaning ‘one who is excited or raised’.
(Richard B Lee 5) Their main function is to mediate between the social/
human worlds of the supernatural, it is performative, mixing theatre and
instrumental acts in order to approach the plane of the sacred. They enter an
altered state of consciousness and are instrumental in healing the sick.
When Pablo Picasso, saw the African mask, he must have investigated its
origin. It took him 30 years to speak about what happened when he painted
Les Demoiselles D’Avignon in 1907. This is a small part of what he said:
‘The Negroe’s sculptures were intercessors against everything unknown,
threatening spirits. I kept looking at the fetishes, I understood: I too am against
everything, I too think that everything is unknown, is the enemy!’ (Jack Flam
33)
He also referred in the interview to the subconscious, something he said, very
few were talking about it at the time (Freud had only released Interpretation of
Dreams in 1900). He referred to the painting as an ‘exorcism’, which history
maps, a baptism of fire as the art world was never the same after it. Had he
become the shaman?
‘Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions
that logic cannot reach.’ Sol Lewitt
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Marcel Duchamp, a contemporary of Picasso, irrevocably manifested The Urinal,
with the help of Alfred Steiglitz, who elevated it to high art though his lense.
He speaks of this ‘mediation’ between raising consciousness in 1957, 40
years on from the urinal:
‘This phenomenon is comparable to a transference from the artist to the
spectator in the form of an esthetic osmosis taking place through the inert
matter, such as pigment, piano or marble.’ (Duchamp)
Was Duchamp also the shaman. These ‘advanced’ artist’s understood alchemy,
the harmonious transition being able to communicate energy and matter.
What is alchemy? Is it the unspoken, something that ‘land’ cultures understand
and respond too instinctively and western ‘landscape’ culture rationalize
consequently ruin, encapsulated in this quote:
‘If something cant be said in words it has no meaning’ Roman Cicero
(Lippard 78)
‘The tighter logic belongs to the Western analyst and the looser logic to
the indigenous system. The contrast that emerges is not between different
minds, but between minds in different relationships to the matter in hand.
Living a given scheme vs. organizing it under the ‘fictitious’ academic
synopticism’. Gregory Schrempp. (Stocking 37)
It seems paradoxical that Picasso’s painting triggered such intense interest
when western culture had such ‘fixed and definite outlines’ (Stocking 37).
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Maybe a subconscious acknowledgement that other systems of thinking do
exist, but not actually admitting to them.
At this point I need to articulate a theory of land and landscape,
If LAND, the indigenous system, is defined as a matriarchal system, and holds
an unconditional relationship with the earth:
‘For the insider, there is no clear separating of self-form scene, subject from
object. There is, rather, a fused, unsophisticated and social meaning embodied
in the milieu. The insider does not enjoy the privilege of being able to walk
away form the scene as we can walk away from a framed picture or form a
tourist viewpoint.’ (Andrews 20)
And LANDSCAPE, the Western analyst, is a cultural and modified instrument of
a conditional, patriarchal system:
‘Landscape is a natural scene mediated by culture. It is both a represented
and presented space, both a signifier and a signified, both a frame and what a
frame contains, both a real place and its simulacrum, both a package and the
commodity inside the package’. (Andrews 15)
In encapsulating this I have sat, metaphorically, at the point where these two
meet, and considered the ‘behaviour’ particularly of the two. Indigenous culture
has an interest in the collective and plural, whereas the city dweller is quite
remarkably ‘singular’ in its ways.
If we were then continue to consider a discourse on the behavior and in this
case the artists. For example the outcome of Duchampian land is all about
process, which engages the artist’s behaviour to convey their own system of
making something happen.
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Clarified by Beryl Graham and Sarah Cook in Rethinking Curating:
‘..the important thing is the maturity of the artwork rather than the newness
of the technology. It is therefore with the proviso that new media art is an
unsatisfactory term that we attempt to give a working definition of it and to
explain why we chose the terminology of ‘behaviours’ rather than ‘media’.”
Behaviour is everything, personal, interpersonal and environmental. Everything
the artist is.
So there is no doubt that the artist should explore the notion of ‘self’ to
understand their own behaviour. But in doing so, this where my argument lies.
How?
The theorist Michael Levin describes the ‘self’ era of the 20th century as
Cartesian. Modernism was a ‘steady climb to autonomous self’ (Gablik), or
singularity.
The interesting thing lies with Metaphysics, the under-belly of academic thinking,
it is all about ‘self’, with no sight of ‘others’.
The scary thing is that Michael Foucoult, a highly revered modern philosopher,
preached that we needed to ‘escape from our identity’ (Gutting 10), maybe
that is why in recent years we seem to have lost our way, particularly with
Aids. A self-harming disease that Foucoult died of in 1984. Could this be a
natural end for Modernism as we know it?
Colin Wilson, the English writer, proposed in the 1950’s that ‘Metaphysical
should be replaced with Ecological’ (Gablik 77)
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‘Those for whom the land is the fabric of their lives, for whom it is livelihood
and home environments, do not see that land as a landscape. They relate to
the land as ‘insiders’ (Andrews 20)
If we are then just seeing land as landscape then we are ‘outsiders’ just
looking through a window. Claude Levi Strauss in 1939 comments:
‘Now that the Polynesian islands have been smothered in concrete and turned
into aircraft carriers solidly anchored in the southern seas, when the whole of
Asia is beginning to look like a dingy suburb…’ (Strauss)
Much worse things have happened since then.
Lucy Lippard says:
‘We have lost our rural/matriarchal connection with natural phenomena, and
its resurrection seems less and less likely in an increasingly urbanized world.’
(Lippard 45)
If competition can turn to co-operation, we have a chance to re-establish
our position, but we need to maintain a sense of each other, something the
shaman has always known and understood.
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LAYER 4 –ARTIST’s INFLUENCE & PRACTICE
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Anselm Keifer

Cindy Sherman

Sparce der Vogel South.
2012

Untitled Film Still No.21
1978
Black and white photograph

Anselm Keifer’s ability to relay his soul into the
work still contains me, his ability to convey a feeling
through the medium is alchemical and unashamedly
simple. That ability to simplify I think is the key to
his influence.
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Cindy Sherman is the archetypal female artist. Her
practice of placing herself in the work retains a self
sufficiency that remains a significant influence.
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Josef Beuys

Damien Hirst

Talking at the Tate Gallery

The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone
Living
1991

1972

Josef Beuys sense of the whole, all things
connected portrays a deep understanding of
a continuum. His lab type approach and his
philosphical concept of a free, democatic and
sustainable future is conceptual to the coor.
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Though controvertial Damien Hirst’s comment about
artistic freedom stays in my mind. The ultimate
ambition is to reach a point when you as the artist
curate the work not the curator. He relates to this
when referring to reaching a point in his career when
he could override Saatchi’s decision a enviable place
to be.
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Marcel Duchamp

Gabriel Orozco

The Green Box
1934

Terra Cognita
2010

Duchamp has maintained a profound influence on
my work. The Green Box encapsulates the need
for recording process.

Gabriel Orozco’s quote has remained a core
consdieration at the root of my practice:
‘What is most important is not so much what
people see in the gallery or the mseum, but what
people see after looking at these things, how they
confron reality again.’
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Gustave Courbet

Jean Baptiste Simeone Chardin

Self Portrait (The Desperate Man)
1843-45

Pheasant and Hunting bag
1760

Gustave Courbet influence comes from his
self belief as an artist.

Chardin’s aesthetic ability is second to none.
His composition and simplification of form is
extraordinary and his ability to communicate a
simple concept is profound.
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Andrew Goldsorthy

Christo

Land Portal
2005

The Mastaba
Yet to be made

Andrew Goldsworthy’s work gave way to consider aesthetic and aesthetic alone. Beautiful work
but the narrative may only be engaged on the
aesthetic level

Christo’s has nerves of steel. Though sometimes
quoted egocentric his ability to follow through with an
idea on such enormous scale is and continues to be
a large influence.
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Robert Smithson

Roni Horn

Spiral Jetty
1970

Still Water River Thames
1999

Robert Smithson’s link with theory and aesthetic
is significant. He was heavilily criticized for using
large mechanical vehicles to achieve his art,
some saying this was contradictory to notion of
land art, but he was heavily fixated with dumper
trucks as a sign of antiquity and maybe used
them in relation to his work.

Roni Horn has had significant influence on
my work, in first seeing ‘Still Water River
Thames’ I pondered for months on the
significance. This lead me into her practice and how the work ‘carried out day
by day, leaves no spaces unrelated and
brings even the most remote objects into
the contiguous world of her view’ (Horn
67)
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Douglas Gordan

Mark Quinn

The End of Civilisation (still), 2012
Three screen video installation with sound
New York screening

Eye series
Bronze sculpture

Douglas Gordan has aesthetic and context with The
End of Civilisation, by placing the piano on the Scottish Border, his comment of the end of high culture
as the Scots know it with their grapple for independence is brilliant.
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Mark Quinn who has all things made by others has
given me steady food for thought on the subject of
getting others to make your work. Until you are in his
position it would be difficult to ultimately pass comment but ideally to be as close to the provenance the
better. Maybe he is.
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Giusseppe
Penone

Ideas of Stone (Idee di pietra)
Madison Square Park
2013

Giuseppe Perone’s comments
on man and nature, in Ideas of
Stone, the bronze and stone is
aesthetically brilliant. He communicates brilliantly.
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Fischli & Weiss
Rock on top of another rock
2012

Fischli & Weiss were the first artist I found after
working with rock myself. It gave me the insight
into what was possible.
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Sam Taylor Wood

Hamish Fulton

A Little Death
2002

Detail of France on the Horizon
1975

Sam Taylor Wood’s appropriation of an antiquated
still life image and her ability to bring such a
simple concept of decay is exceptional. Her
pairing down of thought and detail and her
subconscious twist of the rabbit down the hole
theory, Alice in Wonderland, the black hole, is
everything a piece of work could wish for.

Hamish Fulton, stunningly simple composition in
Detail of a French Horizon, lays thought to how
an image can with out the context mean something else.
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Alan Kaprow
‘Lifelike art in which nothing is separate, a
training in letting go of the separate self’.
(Gablik 145)
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LAYER 4 - METHOD’S & TECHNIQUE
Even though the camera has been my main medium the foray into bronze
casting, allowed me to explore ‘skill’ in a very primal way. This has given
me a much betther understanding of time, patience and care in methodology
and techniques with the camera.
Consequently the combination of darkroom and digital photography has taken
time to develop but the outcome so far, is a mix of darkroom techniques
brought into Photoshop. Working consciously with the theory of dark to light,
the images are taken with a very low exposure and lightened in Photoshop,
the equivalent of painting with light.
The quality of light after shooting ‘French Stone’ in the south of france, and
the clarity of natural light was so significant, it made me apapreciate why
all the painters gravitated there.
In the future I hope to build the light factor into the practise, investigating
more specifically on times of day I shoot and working consciously with the
effects it has in the image.
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LAYER 5. REFLECTION
It would seem I have been investigating an old paradigm, filtering it through
the eyes and mind of a new paradigm. If my conscious was the old
and subconscious the new, I would say that the ‘point where they meet’
is a significant place. If the old paradigm is represented by ‘landscape’,
discussed earlier as ‘natural scene mediated by culture’ and the land is the
new paradigm, the matriarchal system, a ‘looser more connected philosophy’,
we need both. Investigating this ‘point’ has become my work.
All the theory has linked my own backyard to the ‘collective unconscious’
and the cultural and social link into each other, the gritty, pithy reality
of hunting linked into livelihoods, the night is as worked as the day, the
sharing of skills, the 352 day working year, the work ethic of animals and
humans intrinsically bonded, time responding to weather, something so lost
in the cities.
I couldn’t articulate any of this at the beginning of the third year. Where
you place, what you choose, how you find it. Trust has become the core
method and the juxtaposition of conscious, subconscious decisions, the
latter has played such a massive role in where I am today, trusting and
searching for those ‘missing pieces’ and its momentum has let me unfold
an argument that now propels the work.
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LAYER 6. CONTEXT
From exploring the archetypal man, I have manifested the semblance of the
‘archetypal’ woman and encapsulated it in the lace, Symbolically the lace
represents a ‘collective unconscious, a ‘matriarchal’ system. This symbolizes
Land.
By placing this ‘symbol’ in a still life framework and finding symbols of the
patriarchal system, symbolically ‘Landscape’, my practise endeavours to find
a table according to location and take Still Life images that explore this
balance. I now have a philosophical framework to work with, still looking for
those ‘missing pieces’.
I have no intention of making work that comments as the outsider about
the dominant culture of patriarchy, as many feminists have done. I would
prefer to centre on this idea of balance and be the insider. As we are
evolving we need ‘self’ to understand ‘other’, masculine to balance feminine,
collaborate.
Today the artist can manage all aspects of their work. The artist Luce
Choules is a great example of this, with her Foldedsheet commercial work
funding her artwork.
Initially I need to form a studio practice to consolidate ‘the package’. There
are tributaries off each photograph that can be made into a series. The
‘Fine Tuning’ image is a good example of expanding the concept of raw
meat and acupuncture needles, using the table as my concept, introducing
lace.
There is a whole of ream of directions I can go but initially I hope to
produce publications based on the studio practice.
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LAYER 7. ‘Conclusion’.

Yamandu Canosa, a well-known Uraquain artist I met in Spain, said to me
you need to communicate and you need grammar..
Communicating as an artist is a complex and difficult process. You have to
consider everything. Most of all I feel you need an empathy.
The grammar is your own personal language, drawn from the universal
language of art. I have relied on the power of the subconscious to do this
and consequently unearthed a primal archetypal woman, who previously
had been ‘overlayed’ with the patriarchal systems of my cultural upbringing.
In finding this forgotten side, I ‘trust myself’, a great gift of which I
am thankful. It is with this new identity that I have started forming this
grammar.
I hope that through these pages I have been transparent and honest. There
was a mountain of research I could have linked in but I felt I needed to
focus and stay on the subjects I have. This in itself was good practice not
to ‘overcook the bone.’
This is the last piece of writing required of me, the delight in this is
significant as now I can concentrate solely on ‘making work’, which at
times has felt a bi-product.
I can now confidently say I understand contemporary art and its context
and that I have roots as an artist.
Halleluiah & Muchas Gracias
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